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Remembering ÐValued Friend
By

RAY F. CHESTER
Mìssion Journal lost

a valued friend

and

supporter when Board member Jerry Holleman
died October 10, 1979, in San Antonio, Texas.
Jerry had a close connection with the journal for
several years. He had served on the Board of
Trustees and as Vice-President of the Board. He
probably gave more gift subscriptions to the
journal than anyone else ever has. He wrote
three significant articles for the magazine: "The
Shepherds of the Flock" (Dec. 1969); "The New
Commandment" (May l9'll); and "The Church
in the Third Person" (Oct. 19'73). The first
mentioned article won third place in the Trustees
awards in 1970 "for outstanding literary
achievement in bringing the Christian message
to bear on the world ol' 1970." His articles
demonstrated him to be an incisive thinker with
an ability to express himself clearly and
forcefully.

The fr-rneral service was a celebration as a
large assembly of his friends and relatives
remenlberecì gratefully a significant human
being ancl cledicated Christian who had touched
their livcs and shared a common faith. The
service inclr-lded sonrc of .lerry's l'avoritc music

("I)anny Boy," "Schubert's Serenacle," and

great hymns of' the l'aith), poetry
("Thanato¡rsis"), a prayer he liacl rece ntly
prayed in church, and a little parable that had
been l'ouncl in his lliblc that evidentlv had meant
something 1o hirn.

Jerry was an outstanding and successful man,
having been Preside nt of'the AFI--CIO in Texas
fol many ye ars. He scrvecl as Assistant Secrctary
of I-abor in the Kenrrcdy-.lohnson
aclministration in 1961 and 1962. Irollorving thal

he founded a labor relations consultant

firm for

management. But the funeral service did not
feature those types of accomplishments. Rather,
the ministers who participated in the service
(Roy Osborne, Ross Dye, and Ray Chester)
emphasized his honesty, his integrity, his

fairness, his hospitality, his being

a

conscientious student of the Bible, and his love
and concern for the church and his family.

Jerry had been quite conscious that his time
on earth was limited. He had suffered a heart
attack and almost died seven years ago, Open
heart surgcry enabled him to have seven morc
years. He used that time knowing that life was a
gift and that it is precious. He obviously had
accepted death. During the last month of his
life, he read to different members of his family
the last stanza of William Cullen Brvant's
"Thanatopsis":
So live, that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerablc caravan that moves
To the palc realms of shade, where each shall
take

His chamber in the silent halls of cleath,
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon, bul, sustained and
soothecl

By an r-rnl'altering trusl, approach thy gravc
Like one who wraps the drapery ol'his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

The Mis.çiott Jt¡urnsl 1'amily is grateful to
have haci such a one as one o1'us. We shall miss

him indeed

!

ol the grace of God and feels tåe burden of the
entire world upon hís shoulders, and when one lorgets the
sovereignty of God and feels that any solutíons to world crises are
When one loses sight

necessa rily of human contrivance, then he may indeed feel that there
is no exit.

GreÐt Expectations
FROM THE EDITOR
Expectations of the end of the world are
hardly foreign to this generation.
Predictions of the rapture and a cataclysmic
sudden finish to the globe began to be heard
from the Jesus People in the early 1960's, and
have been heard in many religious quarters in
America ever since. With the recent crises in
Afghanistan and lran, there is no reason to
think these themes will abate.

To be sure, this sort of theology is a theology
for hard times and always has been. When the
4

crises become so oppressive and so pervasive
that there seems to be no way out, the cry
inevitably arises, "Maranatha, come Lord
Jesus.

''

The Quest For Utopia

In the Middle

Ages, when peasants were
to ward off disease, natural calamities,
and premature death, it was common for entire
communities to follow, even to their deaths, self
proclaimed messiahs who promised to usher in
helpless

the coming golden age.

During the sixleenth century Refornlation,

n normal medieval traumas we re
compounded by profound religious

Theological Reflections

whe

uncertainties, some revolutionaries among the
normally peaceful Anabaptists siezed the city ol
Münster and proclaimed that the Lord would
return soon to set up his throne within that city's
walls. All civil governments, they taught, were
wicked and the righteous could be saved only by
taking refuge in Münster. All non-Anabaptists,
as well as persons outside the city, would miss the
Lord's salvation. When the gates of Münster
were finally forced open, the tales of sexual
excesses, cannibalism, and other perversions
lived on in the memories of Europeans for
hundreds of years.
During the Puritan Revolution of the seventeenth century, members of the radical Fifth
Monarchy sect interpreted the bloodshed and
devastation wrought by the Revolution as a sign
that the end was near. Their task, they took it,
was to purge the world of impurities by
assassinating the wicked. When that task was
completed, the Son of Man would surely come.

While most of the millennial expectations of
recent years have lacked the bizarre excesses ol'
these examples, it is nonetheless clear that they,
too, were a response to the uncertainties of the
times: the war in Indo-China, the threat of over-

population, the growing pollution of air and
water, the violence that sometimes attended the
civil rights movement, and most of all, the threat
of nuclear holocaust.

Efforts to transcend and escape these
threatening circumstances by appealing to the
rapture were seen perhaps most clearly in the
Jesus People of the 1960's. But there were other
movements which sought to escape the harsh
realities of this world in other ways. One need
only recall the immense popularity of Eastern
religions during those trying times-religions

which insist that this world, with all

its

difficulties, is only tneye, or illusion, and that
reality is the world of infinity lying within each
human being.

While Mtinster Anabaptists, lìil'th Monar-chy

Men, and Jesus Pco¡rle dif'f'er-ecl from

onc

ln the uyorst of cÍises, we need not tlee this
world and turn to a golden age tf¡at does
not now exist. Rather, with f aith in God as
the author of our woild, and in his grace to
sustain us when we ertr, we are called to
address the ambiguities of this warld with
bold thinking and creative actian"
another at many points, they all slrared two
things in common: a radical rejection of this
world as totolly fallen, and a consequent sense
of utter despair.
In point of fact, however, neither relection of
the world nor despair arc necessary, even in the
very worst of times.
We necd not reject the world, simply because
the world is God's creation and we have all been
made in his image. This means that the world, irr

its fundamental outlines, is good in spite of its
ambiguities. While evil abounds, there is
nonetheless potential for justice and righteousness, for the world is God's world and he is in
control.

This is the foundation for the seriousness
with which the ancient Hebrew prophets took
social reform-even in the very worst ol' times.
When the rich were trampling the poor into the
dust of the earth and buying olf the needy with

shoes (Amos B:4-6), when the wealthy stretched
themselves out upon ivory couches and sang idle
songs to the sound of the harp and ignored the

ruin of their people (Arnos 6:4-6), when the
elitist women oppressed the poor and crushecl the
needy and cared only for mundane pleasures
(Amos 4:l), when priests taught for hire and
prophets divined for money (Micah 3:l l), when
the godly had perished from the earth and men
lay in wait for blood (Micah 7:2), when Israel
had turned aside to idols of wood and her people
were sacrificing on the tops of mountains with
cultic prostitutes (Hosea 4: i 2- l4)-when all

these crises were occurring, the ancient Hebrew
prophets did not alrandon this e arth in lhe
interest ol a spiritualized golderr age to comc.
No. Instead, the prophets Lrrged justice and

rcl'ornt, herc ancl now.
Take away from me the noise of your songs;
to the melody of your harps I will not
Iisten.
[ìut let jLrstice roll down like waters,
ancl righteousness likc an everf'lowing
stream.

Amos 5:23-24

If thc ancient prophets continued to pursue
justice and reform, even in times of gleat trouble
ancl dislress, can we do less? To neglect the
world in the here and now in f'avor of either
Carnelot-past or Camelot-to-conte is to rcjcct
the Biblical witness that "thc earth is the Lord's
and the fulness thercof. "

gr¿ìce, hc clraws human

liistory unlo himsclf-.

This means that in the worst o1' criscs, wc
not I'lee this worlcl ancl turn to a golclen agc
that does not now cxlst. Rather, with I'aith in
Cocl as thc author of <lur world, and in his gracc
to sr¡stain us when we err, we are called t<t
acldress the arnbiguities o1'this worlcl with bold
thinking and creativc action, working throLrgh
the channels that legitimately are opcn to Lrs.
ncecl

The f'act that the worlcl is an ambiguous
mixture of good and evil is no reason to retreat
either into an illusory golden age or into our
chr,rrchly conventicles. Of' course the worlcl is
ambiguclus, l'or ambignity is of' the essencc of
human l'initude. Were it otherwisc, wc would
not be human at all. But we are human, and thus
we are called to continuc to participatc in the
legitimate afl'airs o1'this world, seeking solutions
to ¡rroblcms and resolutions to conl'licts, in the
name of-the Prince o1'Peace
.

But then the seconcl ¡roint: we also neecl not
dcspair. Though man is capalrlc of conrttrittirtg
gross atrocities and b¿trbarisms, and even ol'
obscuring his humanity in his greecl for power and
wealth, the truth still ren-rains that man is ntan
ancl , ers such, is redccmablc. And the trttlh also
rcmains that Gocl is God who alone has the
power to save.

Ilut whcn one loses sight ol the gretce of' Cod
and l'eels the burden ol'thc entirc worlcl upon his
shoulclers, ancl when one lbrgcts thc sovcrcignty
of' Cìocl ancl I'ccls tl'ìal ar.ìy solutions to world
criscs are ncccssalily of'hulnan contrivance, the n
hc nrery inclcccl I'ccl that thcrc is r-ltl cxit. Iror
rvhile hc looks fbr hullatt clcliverat'rce , thc tt'uth
graclLrally cl¿rwl'rs lhal no hum¿rn powcr is ablc tct
rcscuc Lls lì'onl I'inal clcath ¿rncl clcstruction. Hc
n-ìay thcn ciespair, ancl ycarn fbr Gocl to brcak
into hr¡rnan history and 1o tt-¿rnsfitrrn this worlcl
o f' clesol¿¡t ictn i nt o ;i t"t t cl ltiittt ¡-liuacl isc.

Ilut thc lar:t is tliat Cocl rtlrr:ad.t,

It renrains to bc askccl how our {'athcrs in thc
Iìestoration Movernent dealt with clevastaling
crises that thre¿rtened thcir livcs ancl their
lortunes. The answer to that questicln emerg.cs,
at leasit in part, on thc pages ol' the Gospel
Advr¡r'ale. Two criscs, in particulerr, invitc
attention: the CivilWar and World War I.
David l-ipscomb, the man who placccl

his

st¿ìmp on Churchcs of Christ lar ntot'c tlran ntosl
rncnrbcrs rcalizc, was cc.litor ol'thc Advo('u1e and
a towcring f igurc in thc churches fbllorvig thc
Clivil War. Prior to tllc War, onc n'ìay sear-ch in
vain lbr worlcl-clenying sentiments in the tliought
ol' I-ipscomb. Indeecl, in 1855, he virtuall\/
iclcntif iecl thc princil-rlcs of' ClhristianitS, with thc
princi¡rles of'thc Amcrican Iìe public.

has trroken

into hunlan history.'J'hroLr-eh his

sr¿rcc, hc
authorccl hunran history. Through his gracc, hc
ìras rcclccl'ucci hLrm¿rn history. Ancl throrrgh his
6

What,A,bout Us?

"'l'hc plinciples

u¡ron rvhich our (lonstitr.rt rorr

w¿is b¿rsccl rverc brought
of- thc Son ol' (ìocl," hc

to Iiglrt hy tltt'rìli\\i()rì
wrotc. Ancl hc wcnl orl

to say that "oul governntent . . . is the
first political fruit of Christianity. "

fruit-the

Moreover, in that same year he practically

sacralized participation in the American political
process. He urged that

every patriot lover of liberty lshould]
accept, and jealously preserve inviolable,
the franchiscs ol freedom as the gift ol'
God. We woLrld especially have every
American freeman approach the ballot box
of- his country as the sacramental altar of
his Cod-with bared feet and uncovered
head, conscious that he treads upon holy
ground.

But when the war was over, when the South
lay prostrate on the ground, when friends and
relatives were dead, and when fortunes yere
gone, Lipscomb made a hasty retreat from the
ailairs of this world. He now insisted that
human governments are ruled by Satan and that,
until the Lord appears, Christians not only
should refrain from holding political office and
fighting in wars, but should even refrain from
voting. Instead, the Christian's allegiance should
be to the restored church of the l'irst century
which eventually would break down all human
governments and prevail over the earth.

Some Christians tell how the Lord securcd
lor them their 8200,000 home. Others
exclaim over the Lord's providence in

prov¡ding a luxury automobile or a trip
abrcad. And some Çhristian businessmen
attriþute an annual profit increase af twa
hundred per cent to tfie Lord's spec¡al
guidance and care.

In other words, Lipscomb took ref'ugc in thc
power ol'the golclen age of the past-the church
of the apostolic periocl-and armecl witli that
power, he disdained and stood in .judgment
upon this present worlcl and its political
processes.

When World War I erupted, a similar retreat
from the world was made on the pages of the
Advocale. This retreat, however, took its
adherents in the opposite direction of
Lipscomb's retreat: while Lipscomb had
retreated to the golden age of the past, thesc
Christians retreated to the golden age ol' the

future, the millennium.

The year was 1914. World War l, which
of that year, was not far
away. In June, R.H. Boll wrote on the pages of
the Aclvocate that the Lord had opened doors
for mission endeavor "for the last time, it may
be, before his return." Within days of the war's
beginnings, Boll surmised that should the war
break out in full, it would constitute "the
began in early August

completest fulfillment this prediction [Matt. 24:6-

8l has ever had. The end, indeed, is not yet.
Nevertheless, the travail has begun."

In the Advocate of August 27, lloll wrote
that "if the day [of the end] was at hand then
[first century] , it is very near now, even at the
doors." Nor was Boll an isolated voice, f'or he
noted that

a

number of enquirers have desired to
know whether the present world-war is the
"battle of Armageddon." Others wish to
know whether any prediction is found in
the Scriptures as to this present war, and
yet others have asked how, in thc light of
prophecy, this war would terminate, or
whether it would end at all.

Boll's judgment concerning the widesprcad
interest in the matter was corroborateci by E.S.
Jelley who wrote in the I;'irrn I:oLtnclcttion in
September of that year that "the prese nt

controversy

continues to increase ancl
abound." He added th¿it "some coDies ol'some
papers become unfit fclr distribution among thc
Lrnconverted (or the converted eithcr), thc
controversy having now extended to California. ."

It is doubtl'ul whelher thc cctncept of' thc
primitive church or the conccpt of' a nlillenllial

¿ìge excrcises thc profbunclly :jymbolic powcr
over the minds ol' brclhrcn today that thcy
exerciscd ovcr the nrinds clf our lathers. While
the concept ol' the primitivc church is still ol'
fundamental importance, it has lost the worldover-turning dinensions it ¡rossesscd in thc ycars
following the Civil War. And millennialism has
ceased to attract most members ol'thc Churches

ol'Christ.

f'r'onl thc ncccls ol clthcrs not so 1'ortun¿rlc.
Irurther, thesc Christi¿rns secr-t'l to totally miss thc
ethic¿rl irrrplicatrons o1- ¿i divincly sanctrficcl
consLrnre

rism, at a time whcn thc

wclrlcl 's

rcsourccs arc clearly diminishing and whcn the
crises threatcning thc very cxistence of the globc
itself are clearlv tied to thosc resource s.

Ilut then, that is .just the point ol- such
theology, naurely, to avoid thosc ethical
im¡rlications, to avoicl the have-nots both at

¿r

Neither Lipscomb's golden age of the past
nor Boll's golden age of the future is of
much consequence, really, in tl¡is kind of
thealogyu for these middle and upper crass
Christians, through their divinely sanctif ied
upward mobility, have brought the golden
age into the present.
While the power of these two concepts has
been increasingly weakened over the years,
many members of Churches of Christ have more
recently taken other courses.

One course-perhaps part of the legacy o1'
Lipscomb-is practically to abandon interest in
the political afl'airs ol the worlcl altogether,
emphasizing instead piety, Iìible reacling, anc.l
prayer. T'his course incre¿rsingly is the option
taken by many of our disillusionecl young.

Another course has been to escape the
dilemmas of' this world by taking ref'ugc in
micldle and upper class wealth arrd good fortLtne,
and then sanctil'ying l hat goocl I'ortLlne by
appealing to the proviclcncc oll thc Lorcl. This
path is take n by many chLlrch people in
America. Somc Christians, f'or exarnllle, tell how
the Lorci secured for them their $200,000 home.
Others exclaim over the Lord's providcncc in
providirrg a luxury automobile or a trip abroad.
Ancl some Christian businesssmen attribute an
annual prof it increasc of two hunclred per cent
to the Lord's special guiclancc and care.
Clearly, C'ìod is the ullimate source of all
blessings. Nonetheless, this kind ol br"lbble,
seemingly sanctif ied by Gocl himsell', thoroughly
insulates these middle and upper class Cliristians
B

home ancl abroacl, ancl to avoid having to think
o1'1he dil'ficulties the world now f ace s.

Neither Lipscomb's goldcn agc ol' the past
nor lJoll's golden age oi thc futr.rre is o1' rnuch
consequencc, rcally, in this kind of'theology, 1'or
these middle and upper class Christians, through
their divincly sanctil'ied upwald mobility, havc
brought the golden age into the present.'.Never
mind that it is illusory and f'leeting ancl thàt, thc

bubble will burst. The point is that the butrblc
serves them well l'or the present as it insulatcs
them f'rom the ambiguous world oLrtside.
Conclusion

Ilut there is still another o¡r1ior-r, ¿rnd that is to
accept in f'aith the ambiguities oi the present
world and to work toward their alleviation. The
ambiguities will never totally disappear. That is
the nature o1'human linitudc. But as grace and
Iove have been extendecl to us by tlie Father', so
we can extend grace and love to the neighbor in
concrete and meaningf'ul ways, and through all
sorts clf legitimate channels, both individual ancl
collective. In this way we become, incleed, the
salt ol'the earth.

What the world will be like ten years lì-om
now, l'il'ty years from now, or even a hunclrecl
years from now, no one knows. Whether it r¡,ill
even be here ten years from now, no one knows.
But one thing we do know, and that is that thc
earth is thc Lord's, anc'l our task is Io carc l'or it,
and for its inhabitants, as we give glory to Gocl
"in whom we live and move ancl have our
being.

"

Apostle of the Kmpeä
An Apocryphnl Tnäe
By DONNA GLEE WILLIAMS
There was the supper-the sitting and eating
and drinking; the talking, looking forward and
back; and, finally, two hands dipping bread in
the bowl, so exquisitely simultaneously that the
food-damp fingers touched.

And there was a kiss. It
and, in spite of what you may have heard, it was
not just for the benefit of certain onlookers.
was not lightly given

There was also an arrest. Predictably, the
faithful, loyal, and eternally grateful ran away
and hid. The truly great only denied the
acquaintance three times before the rooster
crowed.

Actually, Peter gave himself a lot o!' grief
about those thrce episodes. His fury at his own
weakness became horribly tangled with his
feelings about the dcath of Jestts, his best fricnd
and his Cod. The other disciples thought lie
over-reacted, considering the size of his small,
stupid mistakes when compared to the calamity
of Christ's death. Maybe he did. For several
days he abased himself with hr"rmiliating
comparisons with the wonderf'ul women who
had stood by the master trntil the very encl.
.Iohn, who had made i1 to the very foot of thc
cross, he would not face at all.

Probably, cutting himself off í'rom John was
an unfortunate thing to clo. John w¿rs the one
who saw through words to the pain that sits
behincl them. Given the opportLtnity, he might
have listened and seen, spoken and touchecl, ancl

Peter would have clropped his guilt

as

thoughtlessly as he woLrlcì drop a heavy cloak
going into â snug housc.
BLrt that is precisely what did not happcrr.
Peter clrovc himsell' steaclily inl o a sort o1'
penitent paralysis. The othe rs rcmaincd
Donna (ìlce Willianls is a nursìtrg s{udcnt a( Nnv Orlcans Clhatitv
I-{ostrjtal, a p¿ìrt linlc libra¡ian, ¿rncl a l'rcc-lartcc rvritct-

him in .lerusalem, particlesj
searching for a seecl crysjtal to draw thcnr into
configuration. The seed crystal doggedly eluc'lcd
them.
suspended around

Some of them, understancling their own neccl
1'or him ancl understanding a little hol it was
with him, reached out to him. He rebul'fecl theur.

A rebuff from

the tall fishermau was neither

gentle nor arguable.

The sitLration might have continuecl until the
followers of Jesus evaporated leaving behind
only one broken-hearted man in a dark room. It
might have continued, except for thc knock at
the door of the house where the eleven were
staying, hiding with friends. Il was the secret
knock, the special pattern of taps known only to
the disciples. In bad times it was used to mean, "l
am here and allis well; let me in."
James unbarred the door with no hesit¿rtion,
then fell back, pale ancl shocked. JLrdas stood
before him.

F'ramed by thc bright rcctangle of'the
doorway, he stood with his head uncoverecl ancl
a faintly bewildered ex¡rression on his facc.
Blinking at the morning surt, the f'accs closirtg in
around the door saw that he had changed. The
fleshiness was gone f'r-orn his body. Thc outlines
of'his bones and cords were plain to sec.
E,xposure had he ightenecl his color, giving hinl a
f'cverish look. I-Ie worc liitle clothing, only zr
broad cloth cinchcd b), a rope arouncl his
midcìle, ancl he carliecl nothing ìn his hancìs. I-{c
steppecl into the clim roorr, closccl thc cloor, ancl,
turning, laced thc stzrring sile nt f'ace s.
A1'tcr a long minutc, somcone spat . As at

signal,

all the watchcrs began to

a

¿ìccusc,

clemancl, and dcscribe to hint thc thing that hc
hacl clclne . High voices ancl lorv ccttti¡tctccl to tcll
him his reasons lbr cloing it. Thc rcsults ol'his

bctrayal were graphically set bel'ore hinl. He
wipecl his f'ace .

.ludas pushcd gingerly into the gabbling room
like a man walking on very unsafe ground. As
individuals came face to lace with him, he would

focus briefly on what they were saying in the
general chorus of condemnation. He nodded.
Several times he was heard to say, "Yes, I did
that." He did not say rnuch else.
He bumped around the room vaguely as

if

he

lor someone in the crowd.
Plaintive and angry voices spun around him, but
no one actually struck him. He walked
unsteadily, as if he were dizzy. He turned in a
circle.
were looking

"Where is Petcr'J" he asked. His mild
question dicl not even break the rhythm of
hysteria in the room. He took an old friend by
the arnl and asked for Peter, the strong one, the
rock. He shook another friend, calling loudly for
Peter. No one answered him.

"Yes!" Judas' scream shocked the room,
cutting the confusion in two. He went on,

raggedly. "Yes. Everything you say is true. And
everything you say I already said to myself. Over
and over. C)n the way to buy the rope. On the
way to where I was going. And on the way back
from there, those things were still true. But you
have to kee¡r saying them until they are all said.
Then, we can go on. Iìut right now, I have to

talk to Peter. I have to find out what

has

happened." His voice rose. "Where is he?"

In the breathle ss room the slow,

footl'alls

heavy
sounded loLrcl. Peter appeared at the

edge ol' the group. As all eyes turnccl towards
him, he saw who it was that called him. With a
sound between a sob, a roar, and a "why," he
rushed at the twcll'th apostle. It took ten nlen to
hold him and pry his hands from .ludas' neck.

Sitting against the wall where he had f'allen,
rubbing his neck, speaking a little hoarsely,
.luclas saicl, "Peter I have to talk with you."

Pctcr clirnbccl with Juclas up to thc roof'.
Thev hacl a long, hard talk. Nobocly else was
present ancì notrody knows exactly what
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happened between them, but a goocl bit can be
deduced from their later sermons and letters. We

know, ol' course, what their main theme was,
just as it was the main theme of the rest of their
lives. It also seems clear that Judas admonished
Peter muih more than Peter did Judas. It is
known, too, that after all was said, they cried
together for what had been done, and for all that
was still to be done. lt did not look very easy.
It is believed that Judas' understanding of his
role in the plan was not yet ripe at that tinle. His
writings on the subject are probably the product
of his later years. On that day he was still
without comprehension and without the support
of the young church and the written testament.
He brought himself to that sunny roof in
Jerusalem helped only by his unshakeable
memory of past examples of astonishing
forgiveness. With that alone, he set in motion
again the thing that had been stalled.
One night, when Peter was grayer and Judas
was skinnier, they lay side by side on the deck of
a ship at sea. They spoke into the night of things

they had seen, and known, and not known.
They talked softly because their travelling
companions were asleep around the ship. By

twisting theological pathways that were so wellknown that they were travelled more now for
pleasure than for exploration, they arrived at the
point where Peter almost absent-mindedly asked,
"And yor,r, for instance? Do you really believe
that there can be heaven for you after what you
did?"

Judas yawned.

"Now Peter, arc

y0u

asking lne whether I think I may have out-sinned
forgiveness? " He smiled in the dark.

Peter snortecl with laughter and then Iay
silent for a l'ew momenls. "You know, JLldas, I
finally know why He picked twel',e of us: so
there woLrld be you, and there would be me, and
there would be ten others to keep me from

killing you that day." Peter laughed. "Eh,

Juclas? You

think so?"

But .lLrdas had alrcady fallcn aslccp. Thc low
laughtel of thc big man pourecl out into thc
dark.

' Khe XJåtåmnæte ühaååemgeå

[Us{lqs*}esl$Jrnr

To Appreef,ate Godus lmfåmf,ty
By tr,eVllRNE f\dETZ

Who is there who believes and does nol call
God inf inite? Even in disagreement, seekers of
the ultimate truth recognisc that a limited answer
is no answer at all. Thus we constantly prol'ess
God to be infinite, but do wc appreciate the
awesome majesty implied by that qLrality?

When we with our finite human minds
attempt to praise God, we find that when
positive declarations of his glory run dry we are
forced to voice the negative, to utler the cry ol'
what God is not. We thus paradoxically raise the
level of our praise by declaring how much we do
not know. But, paradoxically, to appreciate the
depth of our ignorance, we must first raise the
plane of our understanding. It is this fact-that it
is upon what we understand that we build
appreciation of what we do not understandwhich should override any temptation to limit
our thinking of Gocl. If a lifetime of seeking
yields but one small insight, what a marvelous
treasure that becomes!
One such insight is that God's infinity gives
him dominion over the outermost galaxies and
beyond, but at the same time makes it possible
for the man-God relationship to be the most
intimate relationship ol all.
How is this possible? The very thing that

makes God so awesome, so unimaginably greal ,
that gives hirn the power to create rTot just this
tiny speck called earth but the myriad of galaxies
comprising our universe-this very quality at the
same time enables him to be responsive to each

of the fleeting individuals that

make up the

stream of humanity. Only infinity can account
for this awesome and mind-boggling paradox.

It seems apparent that as awesome as the
universe is to us it has bounclaries, but also that
God is not bound by these boundaries, for the
bounclaries are of his own creation. What thcn
we ask, is outside our universe? A nothingness?
A void? Or what?
l.cVcnrc Metz is crtr¡rloycd by lhc [.lni{cd States Postal Scrvicc in
SpLinglield, Missouli.

Suppose we say that in the beyoncl there is
nothing. Iìut nothing is actLrally a state ol.being.
By definition it is a statc of'no things. Ilut while
it is the opposite of a state of things, it is still a
de fined state. Thercfore it is something.
So where does God's domain cnd? That is
one of the beautiful aspects of ir-rf inity. His
domain includes both the state of being and the
state of non-being. It could only be bound by a
state of cessation which would be a statc in
which there were no things and in which there
were no nothings.
Thus we can conclude that infinity, whcn
extended as far as possible, even beyond our
universe, still "ls". It changes from the
quantitative mode to the qualitative mode and
becomes an all encompassing state of being and
returns us unerringly to God, the "l am that I am."

Having extended infinity outward as 1'ar as we
think, let us now do the opposite. For just as
infinity has an aspect ol' magnitudc, so it also
has an aspect of division. Indeed, anything
(including a stale of nothing) can always be
divided again. Man used to believc that thc atom
could not be divided. Of course we now know
that that is not so. We now divide the atom into
particles so small that we must invent new telms
to describe their size and the time in which they
can exist. This extension into smallness is as
much the dominion of infinity as the extention
into gleatness.
Infinity can always be divided again. Just as
therc are no bounds to the outward reach of'
infinity, there are no bounds to the infinity oi
clivision. It is this reasurring paraclox o1' the
unbounded extent of God's infinity in both
directions fronr which we can draw our comfclrl
No matter how insignificant we may be, he has
the power to notice us.
As our minds pursue this course we begin to
feel the awesome wonder, thc thrill thai brings a
tremor of apprehension when the majesty ol'
God's infinity begins to beckon. Il' only we
could appreciate more fully.
can

.

Losing The \ryay
I

speak only as one of those children who feel that we are in thick
woods; that we are in the middle of strange shapes and noisesn and
that at least sorne of us srnaller ones who are tired and thirsty may be
in danger of losing the way.
By

MICIIAEL \ryEEI)

Let me live that I may praise thee,
and let thy ordinances help me.
I have gone astray like a lost sheep; seek thy

At times like this we find our lives haunted by
the shadows of all sorts of ghosts of misdeeds,
anxieties, and the frustrations of meaningless-

Servant,

th enr sclves.

. Auden describes j ust such an
in one of his poems entitled
"September l, 1939." Auden tells us that he sat
W. H

experience

down on the eve of World War II
. . . in one of the dives
On fil'ty-second Street.

And he goes on to say that he suddenly realized
the truth that we are
Lost in a hauntecl wood,
Children afraid of the night . . .

.

Many of us can identify with Auden. From
timc to time we also find ourselves getting
lost-not in the Black Forest or on a county
roacl but âmong familiar surroundings. We fincl
our lives confused and messed up. Wc discover

that somehow, somewhere, we have taken

a

wrong turn or perhaps several wrong turns. Our

goals seern mudclled or superl'icial, our
achievements not particularly rewarding, and
our values erocled or so shallow
non-e xiste nt.

as

to be virtually

Michacl Wccci is lracrrlt¡, Chairnlan ar thc Institutc
Stuclics, Austin,'fexas.
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futility.
The history of both Israel and the church, in

ness and

for I do not forget thy commandments,
Psalm ll9:175,176
I can still vividly remember once, as a small
boy, getting lost in a large department store. I
remember all the strange faccs and concerned
people looking down at me and asking all sorts
of questions.
But aduits get lost too-and this doesn't
always happen on strange ground. Indeed,
adults frequently become lost deep down inside

fbr Christian

large part, is a story of God's people getting lost.
Israel's life is the tale of God's people repeatedly
wandering away from God-drifting off after
strange gods-like sheep grazing away from the
flock or like children wandering off from a
picnic only to find themselves, in Auden's
phrase, "lost in a haunted wood."

There are always among those children who
wander off, however, some few who become
anxious and concerned. To be sure, these
children don't always know the way back. But
they do feel that it is getting late. They feel the
chilling winds, see the lengthening shadows, and
fear that their games and preoccupations have
led them a little too far into the woods.

I do not speak as a prophet. I am neither a
prophet nor the son of a prophet. Nor do I feel
the weight of any divine commission. Rather, I
speak only as one of those children who feel that
we are in thick woods; that we are in the middle
of strange shapes and noises, and that at least
some of us smaller ones who are tired and thirsty
may be in danger of losing the way.
Let me begin with a personal reference so
that, as we say nowadays, you can know "where
I'm coming from." Sometime ago, my wife and
I visited with a non-Christian friend. Hours later
I had a nagging feeling that I had simply sat
quietly while someone macle a very crude a-nd
obscene comment in our presencc. And I began
to ask myself, when-at what point-had I
become so insensitive, had my values so eroded

as not to recognize, or perhaps not care about,
much less protest such a thing?

that it is very difl'icult to
in a well-lit carriage .

My impression is that this experience, other
than the particular details, is rather common.
Many of us pride oursclves on our matulity-on

[ior Kierkegaard, this common ex¡'rcricnce
illustrated the way we become distracted or even
blinded by things which are close at hand. We
are infatuated with the upholstcry or the
paneling, and in the process become blinded to
the landscape, the stars, and the road outside.

our ability to talk to anyone about anything and
to see or hear anything without being surprised
or offended. The propliet Jeremiah cried out
against those of his day who, among other
things, no longer felt shame and had forgotten
how to blush.
One of the signs or symptoms of our having
so-called
having
lost
the capacity to
sophistication-our
blush.

lost the way is precisely our

Sometimes we become so infatuated with
thinking about the complexities of large gray
areas of life that we can no longer distinguish
between black and white. The risks of self-

righteous posturing notwithstanding, when we

can no longer experience moral outrage

and

indignation, we are morally impotent. When we
speak of "extra-marital" or "supplementary
rclationships" instead of plain old adulterywhen we wink at obscenity, verbal exhibitionism,
and other common vices and can no longer
speak meaningfully of sln-we have lost the
way.

When the few convictions and values that we

do hold and are willing to stand up for

are

spoken in such a way that they die the death of a
thousand qualifications-when we confuse
sophistication with wisdom, and
cosmopolitanism with education-wc have lost
the way. We are no longer those people God
calls to be a special people and a light to the
nations.

Once we lose the way, our words are as

elastic äs our shadowy and contused
worlds. They become merc strategres,
binding only froîn one fleeting moment to
the next, And when we lose out way, we
inevitably lose each other.
Over a hundred years ago Søren Kierkegaard

told a little parable or "life metaphor" of how
we frequently get lost. Kierkegaard observed

see outside

whilc sitting

Quite simply we lose the way when we lose
our perspective. We lose the way when we lose
our ability to distinguish between ultimate and
relative goods. In an age of "value vertigo" and
the inversion of all values and nornls, it is
especially important for us to stop, weigh, and

review our fundamental values

and

commitments.
We lose the way when we can no longer put
first things first. Or, when we make the guest for
first things a technique or device for sanctifying
our quest for second things. To be sure, we've
lost the way when we no longer know what first
things are-much less want them.

And when this is the case we may sit
comfortably in our little carriage-lit by the light
of a single lantern and cheerful conversationas il rumbles on into the darkness.
Now I think that this "life metaphor" also
has another application: we also can lose the
way when we no longer are able to peer out at
the darkness and, instead, see only reflections
from inside the cab. That is to say, we lose the
way when we al'e so short-sighted or myopic that
we fail to see the darkness and have no inkling oi
all its depths, terror, stench, and power.
Henry Fairlie, in his book The Seven Deadly
it is charactet'istic of our
age that we simply ignore the darkness. Fairlie
suggests that we want to have God but wani to
avoid the Devil. He goes on to say that we arc
Sins Today, thinks that

. . . inventing gods for ourselves, with our
l)o-lt-Yourself God Kits. But these are
gods who do not demand much of us, and
they certainly are not gods who punish,
although they are allowed to reward. On
the contrary, our gods absolve us f'r'om
conflict and doubt, massage us, pat us on
the heacl, ancl rather like parents, tell us to
run along, get stoned if we will, pick
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marigolds, and love . . . . But above all they
arc gods who will not trouble us with evil

(p. l s).

Again, I think we lose the way when we no
longer recognize the stark reality and threat of
evil both in tlie world and in our own lives.
When the Íew convictions and values that
we do hold and are willing to stand up fot
are spoken in such a way that they die the
death of a thousand qualifications
- when
we confuse sopl¡istication with wisdom,
we
and cosmopolitanism with education
have lost the way.

Now I want to shift attention a bit and
paraphrase an old Hasiclic or Jewish story
which captures something of the plight of
religious communities and the way in which we
may sometimes lose the way:

When thc priest had a dil'ficult task or
decision before him, he would go to a
certain place in the woods. He would light a
fire and meditate in prayer. And then he
would set out to perf'orm his clLrty or make
his decision.

Again a generation latcr, the Rabbi oi

Sasor had to perf'orm this task. And he too
went inlo the woods and said: "We can no
longer light a f ire, nor do we know thc
secret meditations belonging to the praycr,
but we do know the place in the woods to
su f

it all
"

ficie nl

belongs-and Ihat must

be

.

IlLrt whcn still anothcr gcncration

hacl

passed and the Rabbi ol'Rashin was callecl
upon to pcrlorm thc task, hc sat cjown on

his golden chair in his castlc and saicl:

"Wc

cannot light the f ire, we cannot speak tlre
14

When we get to thc point that wc can no
longer light the firc, no lclngcr know thc placc,
and no longcr speak thc prayer, wc havc lost thc
way. When our f'aith consists of'hollow lbrms or
rote l'ormulae-when we are rcducecl rnerely to
relating the story ol'how it was done or.rcc r-rpon
a time-we have lost the way.
When we have so cntirely lclst touch with thc
living past, it is only a matter of time until thc
story becomes a quaint memory, a rumor, or a
f'able . When this occurs we have lost the way.

When the core of' our faith f reczes ovcrwhen we lclse the way-wc tend to supplc-

ment to fill up the void. We turn away
from the story ol' the cross and the way of'
humility, and turn to other stories-st<>ries of'
aclventure, sLlccess, ancl power. We politicize thc
church and begin to do what everyone else is

doing, ancl we think ourselves particularly
conternporary, wise, or insightful. .lacqLres Ellul
argues:

When a generation latel the priest of' the
Meserites was faced with the same task, he
would go to the same place in the woods
and say "We can no longer light thc l'irc,
but we can still speak the prayers." And
what he wanted becanre reality.

which

pr¿ìycrs, wc clo nol know thc ¡rlacc, lrut wc
can tell the story ol' how it was donc--altcl
that willsuf'l'ice ."

We have been quite critical o1'the

Christians ol'past ages lor employiltg
metlrods copiecl from the politics of' thc
monarchy, of the hierarchy, or of the
episcopate, which were implemented bv
one-nlan rule, unlimited power, and tlrc
remote control of'the l'aceless masses.
Toclay we are going them one bettcr.

Our Christian le¿rclcrs, brought up in 1hc
matern¿rl [rosom of' pcllitical parties, or oftracle unions, int roducc polit ical nlorals
into the Cìhurch. Therc are sneak blows,
the grab l'or votcs, the qLriet takrng ovcr of'

key positions, the l-orrning of coterics ancl
of'prcssurc grou[)s, thc rallying of'tllc
Ìresit¿rnt by means of innoccnt-looking

ìons whosc clcc¡rcr- rncarr i n gs arc h iclclc¡r
bcllincl vaguc statcnìcrìts. . . (llr¡l¡t,in'l'i¡nc
o,f Álturrrlonrìtettt, p. I5l).
r.uot

Ellul goes on to conclude that Christians

simply imitate the world, and then justify what
the world has always been doing. And when this
happens its like old times again-old times when
Israel wanted a king, when the church
legitimated royal power, royal divorces, human
slavcry, and feminine servitude. The onlv
difference is that what now is being justified is
technology, bureaucracy, world management,
politics, pop psychology, and other vogue
practices and ideologies. Seeking to become
"wise as serpents and harmless as doves," we
inevitably become less wise and more harmfuland we effectively lose our way.

fleeting moment to the next. \ùy'e may show
friendliness but not become fliends. We may
show enthusiasm but not be committed. And
when all this occurs the very foundations ol'
common life are eroded. When we lose our way,
we inevitably lose each other.

One of the things we often do when we begin
to realize we are lost, is to turn to various valiant
but futile devices to deal with the problems on a
superficial level. Abraham Heschel captures this
process at work in the Jewish community:

A variety of suggestions have been made,
e.9., to bring the liturgy up-to-date by

We lose the way when we can no longer put

composing shorter and better prayers; to

guest for tirst things a technique ot device
tor sanctifying our guest tor second tñings.
To be sure, we've ,ost the way when we no
longer know what first things arc
- much
less want them.

commentators and columnists, to arrange
congregational forums, panels and
symposia; to celebrate annual projects such
as "Jewish Culture Sabbath." "Jewish
War Veterans Sabbath," "Boy Scout
Sabbath," "Interfaith Sabbath;" to install
stained glass windows; to place gold, silver
or blue pledge cards on the seats on which
people would pledge regular attendance; to

tirst things firsf. Or, when we make the

Further, once we lose the way, we also lose

our grip on reality and then we lose our

character and integrity. In .lean Anouilh's play,
Beckett, the Pope speaking to Cardinal Zambelli
about his coming audience with Beckett, says:

invite distinguished speakers, radio-

remind people of their birthday dates
(Man's Quesl.for God, p.52).

No doubt we could add our own versions of

I don't want to receive him at all. I gather
he is a sincere sort of man. I am always
disconcerted by people of that sort. They
leave me with a bad taste in mv mouth.
Zambelli replies to the Pope:
Sincerity is a form of strategy, just like any
other, Holy Father. ln certain very difficult
negotiations, when matters are not going
ahead and the usual tactics cease to work,l
have been known to use it myself. The great
pitfall, of course, is if your opponent starts
being sincere al the same time as you.
Once we lose the way, our words arc as elastic
our shaclowy and corrf'used worlcls. Thcy are
no longer convcnants with reality. Our words
become mere stratcgies, binding only from one
as

these and other devices.

But Heschel goes on to say that however wellintentioned these suggestions may be, they don't
really get at the heart of the matter. "Spiritual
problems, " Heschel contends, "cannot be
solved by administrative techniques. " The
underlying issue is not one of decorum or
management-it is one of the heart.

If the church is to find its way in a secular
and increasingly anti-Christian age, it must
again sound a clear call to consecratcd devotion

and holiness. Christians must place the accent
not upon organizational efficiency, but rather
upon the well-disci¡rlined lile. Only in this way

will we avoid a total

capitulation 1o

the

surrounding culture. And only in this way can
we offer any spiritual and moral leadership.
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A German preacher tclls ol' when lre was a
youth ancl used to ride a bicycle to and f'ron-t
work. Every day he rode past a shop with a sign
in the window that read, "HOT BREAD 5a A
LOAF." One day, tired, cold and wet af'ter
working all day, the youth stopped his bike and
entered the store. When a clerk asked to help him,
the young man held out his money and asked for

a loaf-o1' bread. The clerk laughed, gestured ti>
the sign in the window, and said, "That's just a
sample. We paint signs here. "

If the time comes that, whatever our various
"ministries," we no longer offer freedom
through Christ from the law, sin, and death,
wc havc losl thc wav.

The Gospel According to Greed

So0mtrsAtûv@

By

WILLIAM J. COOK

He called himself the Reverend Hakeem
Rasheed. As the head and chief spokesman of

the Church of Hakeem, he was driven about
town in a white Rolls Royce. He had a one
hundred-foot motor yacht on which he lived in
the San Francisco Bay and for which he paid
$915,000 in cash. When he traveled, he was
followed by an entourage fit for a monarch.
Offices for his large staff on the fourteenth floor
of an Oakland highrise were $7,500 a month.
You might say that Hakeem had found the
Promised Land right there in Oakland,
California-and had been offering it to others,
for a price.
His favorite sermon topic was "crisp, green,
and clean;" having wealth, he said, was nothing
more than "a high increase of God." And the
message paid off-at least for Hakeem. A crowd
of over 1,200 in attendance at a Wednesday
night service contributed over $90,000 to
Hakeem's ministry. In addition, more than one
hundred people visited his offices each day,
bringing cash, checks, deeds, whatever-anything
they could parlay into the ir own salvation.

one morning in a Ferrari; another Hakeem aid
parlayed $2,000 into over half a million. All
tried to get in before the bubble burst.

But a court trial has just col-rvicted Hakeem
of an illegal pyramid scheme and sentenced him
to prison. He is appeaìing, and the case has far
reaching implications for First Amendment freedoms and their perversions.

Whatever the outcome, this kind of
"religion" bears little resemblance to the story
of the Man from Galilee. But, the truth is that
Hakeem in his blatant proclamation of the
gospel of wealth and his frank appeals for large
contributions to support his lavish operations
was far more honest than other evangelists who
use subtlety and deceit to build religious empires

under the guise

of

more traditional religion.

ReligioLrs broadcasts, publications, and so-callecl

And surprisingly, Hakeem delive red the
llor a sizeable gift the worshipper

crusades are now characteristically designed to
generate income rather than regenerate lives,
and to offer salvation not so much to the ones
who seek it through their ol'ferings as for those
who find a materialistic salvation by preaching
it. Some of these evangelists have found their
own salvation as heads of nontaxable religious
organizations with prol'its far exceeding thosc ol

return on investment-donations, and sure
enough, investments of $1,000 became $4,000.

field for charlatans anci frauds. Many people
will believe almost anything in the name of

goods.

received a "letter of increase" which somehow
bore dividends much like a stock certificate . The
church was advcrtising a four hundrecl per cent
One disciple, a delivery truck driver, showed up

most U. S. corporations.

lronically, religion has always t¡een a fertile

religion-even

a Gospel

of Greed.

From Person to Parson
And Back
I can testify to the prevailing belief in academe

that most mínísters
are rather- nice men wha do occasional good deeds, but uvhose
intellect ís suspect" As a Eeneralization this is not entirely tair, but
neither is it entírely false.
By ROBERT MEYIìRS

I remember this morning, with a shudder of
faint remorse, the unhallowed age at which I
delivered my first sermon. I was fifteen years
old, armed with two hundred memorized
prooftexts and a dozen sermon outline books,
and blessed for transportation with a Model A
Ford coupe. Lacking both clerical and color
sense I had painted its body maroon and its
wheels bright orange, and in this reticent rig I
bounced along some twenty miles of gravel road
to a now-vanished Oklahoma hamlet to preach.
What I wonder now is how I had nerve
enough to spcak after I got there. What had I to
say of any signiiicance at all to those who
waited for me? Nothing, I realize belatedly, but
I was happily ignorant o1'that f-act then. Even
the limited theology I knew seems to me now to
have been frequently wrong ancl sonrctitnes
harmful. I recall all of this with a twinge ol'pain
when I come upon a passage like this one from
Anthony Trollope's fine l9th century novel,
Barchester Towers:

It ol'ten surprises us that vcry young
men can muster courage to preach f'<lr the
first time to a strange congregation. Mcn
who are as yet but little morc thetn boys,
who have but jr"rst left...a seminary
...[where their] thoughts have been mostly
of boating, cricketing, and wine parties,
ascend a rostrum high above the heads of
the submissive crowd, not that they may
read God's word to those below, but that
they may preach their own word for the
edification of their hearers.
Iìobcrt Mcycrs ìs prol'cssor of'English at Wichita Statc [Jnive I sitv,
Wichitir. Kansas.

It seems strange to us that they are not
stricken dumb by the new and awful
solemnity of their position. "How am I,

just turned twenty-three, who have never

yet passed ten thoughtful days since the
power of thought first came to me, how
am I to instruct these greybeards, who with
the weary thinking of so many years have
approached so near the grave? Can I teach
them their duty? Can I explain to them that

which I so imperf'ectly understand, that
which years of study may have made so
plain to them? Has my newly acquiled
privilege, as one of God's ministers,
imparted to me as yet any f itness for the
wonderful work ol a preacher?"

It must be su¡rposed that such icleas do
occur to young clergymen, and yet they
overcome, apparently with ease, this
difficulty which to us appears Io bc all but
insurmountable. We have never been
subjected in the way of ordination to thc

power of a bishop's hands. lt may be that
there is in thern something that sustains the
spirit and banishes the natur¿rl modesty o1'
youth..

..

Had I bccn able to rcad ancì digest this
warning while still in my teens, I woLrlcl surely
havc waitecl years longer 1o inllict ntyself upiln
cor-rglegations. Ilut young Incll now in school,
and already rnaking their f irst f ledgling stalts in
neighborhood pulpits, shoulcl not be too nluch
discourarged by Trollope's remarks. Most
congregations which use ministerial stttclents tcl
fill their pulpits know less than the Victorian
novelist gives them crcdit lÌlr knowing, and thcy
may thercforc be taught something cvcn by a
very youug nran il'the young ll¿trl has clclnc his
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ll'he has not, there is no proper cxcì:sc
for him, and it is upon this aspect of ministry

reacling.

that I wish now to comment.

It

has always been essential that the minister

be a man of compassion ancl purposefLrl

goodness, bLrt never before has it been so
imperative that we have as good a mind in the
pulpit as we can put there. As one who has

combined university teaching and pulpit
ministry for more than a quarter of a century, I
can testify to the prevailing belief in academe

that most ministers are rather nice men who do
occasional good deeds, but whose intellect is
suspect. This will sound harsh to those whose
ears have not been exposed to the criticism, but I
know it to be a typical conviction on campus. As
a generalization it is not entirely fair, but neither
is it entirely false.

It has always
minister be

been essentia, that the
compassion and

a man of

purposeful goodness, but nevet betore has
it been so imperctive that we have as good
a mind in the pulpit as we can put there.

It is hard to believe now how the preacher
was once respected. There was a Lime when one
man in an English village was known to native

and visitor alike as The Person. That honorific
title derived from his having been the one man in
the village who had been formally educated,
who had probably traveled, and who coulcl
speak with judicious authoriry about all kinds of
problems. When the principal landowner was
away, The Person became the resident squire-as
much admired during the week as he was on
SLrndays when he filled the pulpir.

Iror a whilc in colonial America, 'lhe Farson
continued to be the man in town who knew
about things, the man with an education, the
man who had books and read them. But no one

who reads modern literature or

Hardly anyone in America would now seek
out the "parson" in a small town if he wished to
find intellectual stimulation or make a start
toward the solving of a profound philosophical
problem. He might seek out a lawyer or a judge,
a doctor or some other specialist, but not likely a
preacher. And despite an occasional exception,
we know his decision is soundly based on
experience.

It might be argued that in one sense this
change is good, that it suggests we have spread
higher education around so that no single person
in the community can always be counted upon to
be superior to everyone else. But in another
sense, it is bad. The parson should still be a man
of intellectual depth and culrural breadth which
go far beyond the narrowly theological.
" Religion, " as George Aclam Smith
remarked once in some comments on the
prophct Malachi, "needs all the brains we poor
mortals can put into it.... It is because of the
neglect of the intellectual duties of the [minister]
that so much irreligion prevails, ancl this
accounts for the growing indifference with
which the ministr"y is rcgarded by thoughtfLrl
people.

But the curious history o1'his title illustrates
as well as anything could how ntuch the
reputation of ministers has cleclilted since then.
lf you remember that the English pronunciation
of derby was darby (as it still is), and that clerk
souncled like clark, you will discovcr the origin
ol'our peculiar worcl for a preacher. Persr¡n was
¡rronounced parson and came to us with its
I3nglish sound ancl an incorrect spelling.
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watches

television and movies can be unaware of the
disrepute into which that title has fallen. It has
today a faintly contemptuous sound. It is a
favorite word in jokes about ministers, and it is
(significantly) the word invariably employed in
movies like the Ma and Pa Kettle series where
the parson is always a bumbling nincompoop,
nice but not quite bright enough for the real
world.

"

Young people, especially, arc highly
susceptible to this epidentic of indif'l'erence.
Exposed in greater numbers than ever bel'ore in
or"rr history to higher educalion, they are lurnecj
off when their ministe r sce nls to havc le ss candor
and intellectual discipline than their better
professors. Yet beneath their veneer ol disregarcl
for religiolt, many o1' them are desperate ly

hungly for a f'aith which wrll nounsh their
without al'fronting their minds.

Iìortunately

for

he¿rrts

these people, nlinisterial

stuclents are recognizing that authentic religion
speaks through many voices and is being heard

by churched and non-churched alike.

Playwrights, novclists, poets, painters,
of them address significant
musicians
- all
and even whe n they arc not
human needs,
believers they raise questions and occasionally
ofl'er valid answers to thosc who are questing.

This means that of necessity the ministcr
must range far beyond the Bible and works ol'
theology in his reading. He must acquaint
himself with novels, plays, non-fiction, musìc,
art and films. Perhaps especially what is going
on in flilms, simply because they are the most
popular vended art form in America. Some of
the most relevant and exciting preaching I have
heard in recent years has taken off from a movic
and passed quickly into discussion of Christian
by its theme. The young, and the
young-in-heart ol all ages, testify tliat they relate
easily to such a springboard. They like discovering
that Christianity is not a museum piece to be
dusted off and adrnired on Sunclays, but an actual
lodestone for mcasuring the value ol what
issues raised

people do every day.

It is of'ten forgotten, but audiences are almost
always more demanding than we give them
credit for being. As Raymond Calkins put it
once: "lnstinctively, they listen to discover if the
mind o1'the preacher is a disciplined mind; if it
has been informed by the ruling intellectual
ideas of the clay; if therc is evidence ol care in
statement and quotation; if a true and thorougli
culture permeates his speech; in a word, if real
mentality lies behind allthat he says."

If this is true, as I believe
unparallele<l service a minister can perform il'he
is willing to give up the stock ex¡rressions and
pious cliches which too many ¡rul¡rits are noted
ìt to be, what

an

1'or, and try each time he stands before an
audience to say something significant and
something he genuinely believes with all his heart
and mincl. Anything less wili make hirn deserve

thc stinging rcbLrkc which Trollope givcs him
that novel named earlier:

irr

No one but a preaching clergyman has,
in these realms, the pclwer ol' compelling

an audience to sit silent, and bc
tormented. No one but a preaching

clergyman can revel in platitr-rdes, truisnis
and uutruisms, and yet receive as his
undisputed privilege the same respecIf'ul
demeanor as though words of impassioned
eloquence, or persuasive logic fell lì-om his
lips....

Let a barrister attempt to talk without
talking well, and he will talk but seldom....
We desire, nay, we are resolute, to enjoy
the comfort ol' public worship; but we
desire also that we may do so witholrt an
amount of tedium whicli ordinary human
nature cannot endure with patience; that
we may be able to leave the house of Cod
without that anxious longing for escape
which is the common consequence of'
COITìInON SCTMONS.

Young people arc tumed oft when their
minister seerns to have less candot and
intellectual discipline than their better
professors. Yet beneath their veneet of
disregard for religion, many of them are
desperately hungry lor a taith which will
nourish their hearts without affronting
their minds.

'fo do what Trollope

pleacls for, preachers
pulpit
giving
its proper honor.
must insist on
thc
line
They must draw the
sensibly when so many
pastoral and administrative cluties are heapecl

upon them that no tirne is le ft l'or stLrdy.
Otherwise the congregation will suddenly
discover that it has bought haste insteacì of
depth in sermon preparation and that what it is
hearing each Sunday is some new story of the
pastor-administrator's weekday expericnces
rather than his deep meditation upon the word
of God ancl upon the best of modern thought on
the great religious issues.
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Rarely have I seen a single man r,r,ho can
rform all the pastoral and administrative

duties of'a large church and still grace the pulpit

with distinction. By a quirk ol circumstance,

I

of the pastoral and administrative work while

I

happen to be teanred with a man who does most
devote my time primarily to the preparation ancl
delivery of Bible studies and sermons. It requires

determined men to make such a co-ministry
work, and certainly the greater magnanimity is
required of the nonpreaching partner who must
forfeit the glow which hovers over the pul¡rit,
but once it is made to work it can be an effective
solution to the problem of doing both jobs
adequately in a sizeable church.
But such a team ministry will not be possible
for most young ministers. They must, therefore,
take it upon themselves to guard their hours of
study well, use them with maximum efficiency,
and find ways of filing away in quickly
retrievable form every nugget they come upon in
each week's reading. Happily, this kind of study
and deposit has a way of yielding compound
interest as years pass and enriched experience
puts every old insight in new perspective.

There is, admittedly, a very nearly equal
obligation resting upon audiences, but they will
have to be reminded of this with exquisite tact.
They should respecr their pulpit. They should
refuse to accept shallow and irrelevant
preaching. They shoLrld zealously guard their
preaching minister from trivial and irresponsible
demands on his time and energy. The last two
adjectives are , ol course, vital; no mere pulpiteer
will scrve his people well unless he touches their
lives and needs in a doz.en ways each week. But
the ministry is not in disrepute so much these
days for pastoral failure as it is for pulpit
poverty.
Stud¡t, lhen, lo sltow yourselt,es approved.
Never before have Paul's words been so critical.

E,very sermon preached should be like an
iceberg: three-fourths of all the preacher learns
in preparing it will be beneath the surface, never
brought up to thc level ol' spoken worcl. But
good listeners will sense what is invisible and will
come to trust and admire a man whose twenty
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minutcs o1'spcech
of rcsearch.

¿ìrc

supportccl

Lry

lwenty hours

Audiences should refuse to accept shallow

and irrelevant preaching. They should

zealously guard their preaching minister
from trivial and irresponsíble demands on
his time and energy.

Good listeners, by the way, have to
in most churches. Aucliences are

be
so

is so loosely constructed and

so

created

accustomed to sermons which require no special
attention that they have trained themselves to
wander. They have learned that the average

sermon

repetitious that by returning only occasionally
they can get what the speaker says. They must be
taught that they cannot do this, that every word
and sentence spoken is vital to the message, that
a moment's wool-gathering will leave them
hopelessly far behind, and they will make the
adjustment. Two benefits will follow: not only
will they find church-going more exciting, but
tlie preacher will have ever greater incentive to
see that these careful auditors are not
disappointed.

If these words seem impossibly demanding, a
word of consolation may be in order. Audiences
can be good friends even before ministers have
trained themselves to dig deeper ancl preach
better. They are not merely passive, waitiñg like
nestlings for the worm to be dropped in their
mouths; sometimes they sit determined to find
something nourishing even if their mincls must
range far beyond the limited territory the pulpit
offers. In the words of Emerson: ,,When we
preach unworthily, it is not always quite in vain.
There is a good ear, in some men, that clraws
supplies to virtue out of very inclifferent
nutriment. There is poetic truth concealecl in all
the commonplaces ol' prayer ancl of sermons,
and though l'oolishly spoken, they may be wisely
heard.

"

And that, when all else has been said, may be
the best hope we have.

Not All Christian Fantasy Is
All That Good
By BOBBIE LEE HOLLEY

Miller, Calvin. The Singer (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1975),151 pp., $3.95; The Song
(1977), 168 pp., $3.95; The Finsle (1979), 174 pp., $4.25. Reviewed by Donald Shull, a doctoral
student in medieval literature with a special interest in romances and a member of the Chapel Hill
Church of Christ, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

I come to this review in a peculiar way. I have
long been an avid reader of fantastic stories:
those about King Arthur or Robin Hood, the
ones collected by the Grimm brothers, and those
of C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, and George
MacDonald. I had seen this series, The Singer,
The Song, andTheFinale by Calvin Miller, at the
local religious bookstore and had been attracted
by their covers, but I had not yet bought them.
Then I was asked to review them. Now I have
these very pretty books in my possession for free
and am in the bad position of being able only to
find fault with them. Yet, the space my fault
finding will occupy may be justified since there
are many fantasy-loving Christians who may
see these books with their claim to be "a

narrative in the tradition
J.R.R. Tolkien."

of C.S. Lewis and

The chief flaws of the series are

an

inadequate bringing to life of the characters, an
inadequate realization of the world of the story,
and faulty use of language.

Two characters, the prostitute and the
madman, are prominent enough to illustrate

what I mean. The prostitute converses in a rvay
quite unlikely for a woman in her position who
is seeking business.

"Are you betrothed?" she asked.
"No, only loved," he answered.
"And do you pay for love?"
"No, but I owe it everything."
"You are alone. Could I sell you
but an hour of friendship?"
(The Singer', Chapter XI, p. 62)
Leaving aside the unnaturalness of the style,
the woman makes no attempt to incite lust but
dwells on the topic of payment. Anyone rvho has
sold anything knows to concentrate on the
service offered and never to ask a questiolt
beginning with "Do you . ." which allorvs an
immediate "No." Certainly it is not in charactcr
for a prostitute, in her first words, to risk
reminding a man of someone with rvhont he nta¡'
really be in love. In fact, the wontan is nol a
person at all here; she is merely a feed for

straight lines off which the hero can score-.
Similarly the madman has no character except
what is in his name; later whert he is Altthenr hc
has no character but that nante; and there is no
continuity of personality betrveen the nvo.

Thosc who dislikc allegory might arguc that
characters arc just a part of' the f'orm;
brrt in Pilgritn's Progres.s, as l,ewis points out ilr
"A Nclte on John Bunyan," not only do the bad
characters, such as Mr. Worldly Wiseman and
Talkative seem real; so do the good characters
such as Mercy, Christiana, and Mr. Great Heart
(a much more difficult feat). It would be unfair
to ol'f'cr for comparison Lucy or Eustace or
Ree¡richeep or Puddleglum from the Narnia
stories, or Boromir or Eowyn or Thoden or
Denethor from låe Lorcl o.l'the Rings, for those
works are not really allegories like The Singer
serics. However, in Lewis's allegory The
Pilgritrt's Regre.ss, Mr. Enlightenment, Mr.
Halfway, Mr. Broad, and Mr. Sensible, though
lace less

they are cartoons, all have the kind of
personality in their outlines that a good cartoon

dcles. By contrast, neither Elan the Emperor ol.

Ellanor (The Finale) nor Praxis the stonecarver
(The Song) have even this rudimentary kind of
personality.

It would be easy to say that this inattention to
personality comes from an uncompromising
view of worldly vanities, but the Old French
allegorical romance, The Quest oJ' the Hol.v
Crail (Penguin Books, 1969), is an example to
the contrary. It is harcl fÌlr me to imaginc a
sterne r re.iection of worldliness and call to
repentance. Sir Gawain is the type of this
worldliness, especially as it is a temptatiorr
inherent to chivalry. Yct he is a person. He is
both amazed and irked that he has not met with
any adventures (p. 162); when he discovers that
he has unwittingly killeci one of' his owrì
companions, he is moved to tears (p. 168); and
finally when the hernit trics to bring him to
repentauce, he says,

Sir, had I the leisurc to talk to you I woLrld
do so glacily. Iìut you see my com¡ranion
making of'1'clown tlle hill, ancl I must neecls
go too. Ilut believe me, Ì shall return as
soon as opportunity allows, 1'or I am most
anxious to speak with you in private (p. 175).
Now in These words we can see the social loyalty,
thc concealnlenl of it in bLrsy-ness, the l'ear o1'
eommitment, above all the self-deception, not of
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a pagan but specifically of a worlclly Christian.
Yet the anonynlous author achicves this
chalacteriz-ation with words which in palt sirlply
echo F'elix in Acts 24:25.
Thc second flaw of the series is that the worlcl
it presents is vague and unrealized. The covers of
the volumes (which, I repcat, are very attractive)
are filled with elements dear to fantasy lovers: a
gnarled and twisted tree; a huge, nail-studcled
gate; a leather-winged dragon in mid air; stone
stairs ascending and descending; caves scooped
from the living rock; soaring arches; vertiginous
heights; tiny variegated houses peering over their
city wall; and assorted characters in tunics and
tights. Tlie fantasy lover who reads the books
will no doubt be able to hLrnt down all these
elements, but they are never presented in such a
way as to stand solid in his/her imagination or
memory.

The third flaw of the series is in their
language. Words are used without regard to
their common meanings. A child's wrist is called
"limpid" (The Singer p. 49), as though this
meant "very limp" rathe r than "clear like
water. " Neck tenclons are said to have
"rippled" (The Song p. 48). Tendons do not c1o
this; they stand out. It is muscles that ripple,
especially in books. A character who looks
clifferent fronl a prior time s¡rcaks of' "r-lc'wer
lacets to my form" (The Song p. 49), as though
facet were a vague word like "aspect." The evil
one's inability to say "the Singer" is explained
thus: "your hate has no coordination for such a
lovely name" (The Song p. 48). Peclplc do not
usually speak of' having a "coordiu¿rtion I'or"
the piano or whatever. Futhelrnore, the

abstraction stands for something concrete , i
"vocal aplraratLrs" or "nloLlth. " Il thcse
misusages werc only occasional, they woulcl bc
only an occasional irritant; but Ihey are r'ìot.
What is worsc is that the usc ol'concrete worcls
abstractly ancl abstract worc'ls concretely is
apparently a conscious style , ancl it contributcs
to the unreality of characters and scttir.rg.
InfelicitoLls srrbstitutions such as "Singerians"
for Christians, "Lifeland" for heaven, ancl
"HAlana" for-Hosanna neecl onlv to be
me nf ior-rccl

.

Besides characters, setting, and language, I
need to say a word about inventions and special

situations. Two strike me as especially good: the
of faces by the emperor and the evil
one and the carrying of a mirror as the seal of evil.
Two others do not strike me as good at all: the
use of the unicorn statue as an idol apparently
implies that imagination is idolatrous unless it
demonstrably leads to salvation. The machine
by which the Singer is killed has only two
imaginabìe qualities: it is a machine and it is
complex. Does the author mean that machine
versus nature and complex versus simple really
correspond to evil versus good?

exchange

In short, the author has failed to make a
work with an existence independent of himself
and his message to his readers. (On making
characters that one loves enough to allow them
to be themselves, see Dorthy L. Sayer, The Mind
of the Maker. She shows this kind of creativity
to be part of our human birthright from being
made in the image of the Creator.)

But at this point, I have to stop to ask myself
a question: Are the unreality of the characters
and the world of these books really a virtue I am
simply unable to perceive? Perhaps they really
represent the view of the author. Perhaps he
believes this world irredeemable or the original
creation a mistake. (How else could he imagine
the Singer looking at a city of men and women
as a mass of urban sameness tp. 801 as though
he were Vance Packard?) Perhaps he believes
that each of us really lives in a universe with no
landscape and witti only three characters:
oneself, Satan, and Cod; that other persons are
either masks for Satan or subjects for
"reduction" into the divine. (Each time
someone is converted the hymn is repeated
"And now the great reduction is begun:/Earthmaker and his Troubadour are one. " This seems
to mean either the total absorption of the Son
into the Father after the ressurection, or the
absorption of the convert into God, or both.) If
the author believes such things, perhaps it would
be a literary mistake to present real people living
in a real world. But surely, surel,v the author
does not really believe this.

Here's How You Can Help Mission
Journ al and Your Minister, Too.
We have just printed a special issue of Mission Journø\, devoted to the theme of preaching,
for distribution at the ACU Lectureship. This is a helpful and provocative issue which deserves
wide circulation among preachers, in particular.
The contents consist principally of reprints of articles from previous issues of the journal,
though there is some material that has never been published in the journal before. Articles are
from Leonard Allen, Ray Chester, Jerry Harvill, Bobbie Lee Holley, and Richard Hughes.
We will be happy to send you two copies of this issue for a contribution of $5 or more. Keep
one for yourself. Give one to your minister. This way, you can help yourself , Mission Journal,
and your minister as well.
Send your request, with payment, to Mission Journal,207l Adolphus, Springfield, MO,
65807.
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Mìssion Journal solicits a broad speclrum of responses to articles in
the journal. To be published, letters may argue from a variety of
perspectives, but must be responsible and well thought out. The
journal reserves the right to edit letters where necessary. Address all
letters for publication to "Forum."

Dcar ForLrnr,
When the new copy of Mission Journalcame in, I was delighted to see that
Richard Hughes would be the new editor-in-chief. As an editor myself, I can
appreciate the pressures he will be under, not only from time, but also from his

" friends.

"

He will find there will be acquaintances who have now become

close

buddies, and most of them will want him to publish an article for them. There
will also be friends who will take exceptions to virtually everything he does.
There occasionally will be some vitriolic letters in an unknown tongue and
from an unknown hand which will cross his desk.
On the other hand, the joys of editing far outweigh the problems involved.
Dr. Hughes will learn more about writing from reading the poor manuscripts
than he could ever learn in a classroom. His tact and understanding of the
"Great Unwashed" will know new levels of comprehension. And, once in a
great while. someone will compliment his work. He will find that he will live
off those occasional compliments for a long time.
Finally, the greatest joy will be in knowing that he has contributed to his
own area. He will be adjusting the thinking of hundreds and even thousands
of people. Although I don't know the exact circulation figures for Mission
Journal, I know that its influence far outweighs its physical representation.
The people who care and the people who think take Mission Journal. Many
who wish to gripe or wish to have their backs scratched or wish to remain in a
somnambulant state for the rest of their spiritual lives, will not. The Lord
loves them, too. He has just not allowed them the joys that Mission Journal's
new editor and readers will have.
Sincerely,

Dr. Jack Boyd, Editor
IHE CHORAL JOURNAL

2071Adolphus, Springf ield,

JOU RNAL
Missouri 65807

